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CHAL L ENGE
CAA Insurance is a leading provider of insurance: automotive, travel, as well as associated products and 
services in Canada. The South Central Ontario division, serving Ontario and the Atlantic provinces was 

in the process of streamlining its policy quoting process when they began using iClarify. 

CAA South Central Ontario’s (CAA’s) agents were relying on the insured to provide them with the information, 
which was insuffi cient for quoting purposes. They were also using a replacement cost tool which took 15 
minutes processing one quote, utilizing valuable time. CAA needed to fi nd a more accurate, effi cient way 

for its agents, underwriters, and call centres to assess and quote on a risk.

CAA was already working with RMS on its personal lines property inspections. It decided to leverage 
RMS’s valuation services based on this current ongoing relationship.



SOLUT ION

RMS presented CAA with a comprehensive solution, including 
customized data collection services, single-point-of-contact IT support, 

and on-site training through its iClarify service.

As a point-of-sale application, iClarify provides unique data, geo-
coded imagery, and valuation services that draw from leading-edge technology, and the largest nationwide 
repositories of total loss claims and inspection data. CAA agents could use iClarify’s iLOOKABOUT 
database to retrieve real time, actionable street-level and satellite imagery along with 14 critical dwelling-

data elements derived through iClarify’s database intelligence. .

iClarify is linked at the back-end to RMS’s Web Inspection Evaluation System. The solution works to help 
organizations spend within their inspection budget by pointing to properties requiring attention. Agents are 
able to simply click on iClarify’s “Inspection” tab, select a type and policy number, and pull up the desired 

inspection address on a pre-populated screen. 

CAA also had specifi c data needs. RMS’s IT team set up two customized fi elds within iClarify, making the 
solution exclusive to CAA and enabling them to address their specifi c needs. 

RMS rolled out a one-month pilot phase during which they provided training in Ontario and the Atlantic 
provinces and worked with CAA’s corporate team to ensure the iClarify solution was implemented 

successfully into CAA’s distribution channels, agents, and call centres.



With real-time access to extensive valuation data and property information through iClarify, CAA is able to 
create a more effi cient quoting process, enhance customer experience, ensure property quotes are insured 

to value and ultimately providing better protection for customers. 

Agents have reduced their processing time; quote times dropped from an average of 15 minutes to 
1-2 minutes. Furthermore, with iClarify, CAA agents can send professional PDF quoting reports to their 
customers, and keep them organized with iClarify’s document management system. This effi ciency results 

in more time selling and less time on administrative work. 

Real-time information also meant CAA’s agents could enhance their credibility with clients due to agent’s 
knowledge on several signifi cant property details. Customer wait-times have also been dramatically 
reduced, contributing to a more positive customer experience. Agents are now making more informed 
decisions due to easy access to accurate, consistently updated information. They can now begin by 

asking the right questions, rate and accept the right risks, and provide accurate quotes.
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